AMERICAN HISTORICAL PERIODICALS FROM THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY

PART VIII

Explore over 100 years of everyday American lives and their experiences, reactions, and opinions of their country and the world beyond.

SIZE:
Approximately 540,000 pages

DATE RANGE:
1810–1926

DISCIPLINES SUPPORTED:
• American History
• Arts and Humanities
• Health & Medicine
• Humanities & Social Sciences
• Literature
• Religion & Philosophy
• Science & Technology
ABOUT:

American Historical Periodicals from the American Antiquarian Society provides history of the American people from the colonial period to the twentieth century and offers multiple perspectives on North America’s thought, culture, and society through the eyes of those who lived it.

Part VIII expands the collection to include a diverse array of 260 national and local titles, including 148 new to the American Historical Periodicals archive, which gives academics and students unprecedented access to the views and opinions of the North American people on agriculture, arts and literature, business and commerce, children and young people, entertainment and society, ethnic communities, health and medicine, history, immigration, refugee movements, and religion.

THIS NEW ARCHIVE GRANTS:

Greater Perspective and Representation: Content from unconventional, underrepresented voices provides a more complete history of the American people, presenting more alternatives for filling in historical gaps and broad multidisciplinary application.

Society Cross Section: Materials present the thoughts, cultures, and societies of the American people during this time, looking through the eyes of those who lived it. The collection is ideal for multidisciplinary applications that examine America as an increasingly influential player on the global stage.

Increased Value to a Beloved Archive: This collection includes periodicals that the American Antiquarian Society acquired since Part VII was released. Libraries can continue growing one of the most complete records of American periodical history.

FEATURES AND TOOLS

- See the frequency of search terms within a content set to begin assessing interactions and how they developed over time with the Term Frequency tool.
- Develop research topics by identifying and organising frequently occurring themes and revealing hidden relationships between search terms with the Topic Finder tool.
- Mine this content within Gale Digital Scholar Lab.
- Enhance student instruction with the dedicated Learning Center.
- Cross-search content from other Gale Primary Sources archives.
- Find related resources in the Gale eBooks collection using the Related Resources feature.

To find out more about this archive or request a free trial, visit: gale.com/ahp8